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TEN YEARS ago we were just
STARTING to hear the TERM
‘pop-up shop’ but TODAY, the
GLOBAL TREND has completely
REVITALISED the RETAIL
INDUSTRY.
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IT’S A
POP-UP
WORLD

t was 2004 and the New York Times reported on an old
bookshop in the heart of historic Berlin that had been
converted into a fashion “guerrilla store”. But it was
not the first. Trendwatching.com had been following
the rise of temporary shops and months earlier coined
the term ‘pop-up retail’. This phrase would stick, and
go on to become synonymous with a unique shopping
experience, filling vacant floor space and giving brands the fun,
quirky edge – and a quick cash injection – that they longed for.
And the stats don’t lie. It’s a US$8 billion industry
according to a report from Bloomberg, and IBISWorld says
the number of pop-ups jumped by 16 per cent from 2009
to 2012. “I used to say that pop-ups were a great concept,
but they’ve moved beyond that now to become a valid and
relevant alternative in retail,” says Scott Williams, founder of
Instant Retail and popUPshops Melbourne, a how-to blog on
the subject.
“The [implied] short-term [time-frame] of a pop-up suggests
that customers need to be quick, before the shop closes
or stock runs out,” says Scott. Shoppers always want new
products and experiences – which a pop-up provides – but it
also instils a sense of urgency, pushing them to shop now.
There have also been a number of crucial catalysts, according
to Scott. Social media has facilitated endless free promotion,
the rise of online stores has led to a demand for greater
customer interaction and the financial crisis provided the
perfect retail opportunity as many spaces became vacant. Plus
there’s the “urgency of gen Y”, who regularly seek out unique
products and experiences.
The reasons for launching a pop-up are just as varied. New

“THERE are so MANY
STRANGE PLACES I’d
like to be, but NONE of
them PERMANENTLY”
– Ernie, singing on Sesame Street

retailers often test
products or store
locations while existing retailers build up brand loyalty. Etsy’s
Sydney pop-up allowed customers to explore and get attached
to hundreds of items that could then be purchased at home.
Indochino, an online custom-suit manufacturer, provided free
fittings to consumers with their Traveling Tailor (visiting a new
city each month), encouraging future online purchases.
Other brands have used pop-ups to boost hype and get
attention for launches. To celebrate the arrival of UNIQLO
in New York, giant cubes each with a pop-up shop inside were
plopped all around the city, sparking a media and shopping
frenzy.
“For existing retailers, it gives them the opportunity to
create theatre and entertainment and drive customer traffic
to their physical stores,” says Sally Harding, Lend Lease’s
national manager of Pop Up Retail. That’s right, companies
like Lend Lease now have divisions, staff and dollars dedicated
to the trend.
Meanwhile, folk powerhouse Mumford & Sons promoted
their Babel album launch to Sydney fans with an authentic
saloon created inside the pop-up space Under New
Management (UNM).
“Guests found themselves in a general store-come-whiskey
saloon with the smell of leather and travel in the air,” says
Josh Capelin, co-founder of UNM. “Customers walked into
an immersive experience that transported them to the land of
Babel.” Once inside, fans could listen to and download the
album (the first in Australia), while being spoilt with free board
games, coffee and even whiskey.
“The most interesting pop-ups tell a story,” says Scott. “If
a pop-up is done well it should leave a lasting impression as a
unique and memorable experience.” >

elevator pitch
Just like renting a home, you will need
to show the rental space owner that
you’re trustworthy.
“Have a portfolio site, be up-front
with what you want to do,” says
Tristan. “Trust and transparency are of
the upmost importance.”
Plus think about it from the owner’s
perspective. Why should they rent to
you for such a short time? Convince
them that a pop-up will avoid the space
looking dead, bring in income and help
showcase the space to potential tenants.
it’s in the details
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how to launch
a pop-up
plan of attack
Pop-up shops may seem spontaneous
but we promise you they’re not.
Just like any retail venture they need
forethought and careful planning.
First decide what you want to achieve
– are you launching a product, finding
new customers for an online shop,
increasing brand loyalty or are you
just pushing old stock out the door?
They’re all great reasons and whichever
one is yours should influence the
products, prices, layout and little extras
you provide.
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location, location, location
Location is the most important
decision you make, says Tristan. “You
want a certain amount of foot traffic
and a certain amount of visibility.”
But don’t forget to get a feel for
the neighbourhood vibe – does it
represent your brand and do your ideal
customers even go there?
Finding the perfect location is
almost easy with many marketplace
sites now dedicated to pop-up spaces.
Check out council websites (many
have started pop-up initiatives), make
friends with commercial real estate
agents and join a local business group
to meet space owners.

map it out
Plan your store design carefully, from the
wall colour to the product placement.
“When you’re thinking about store
design you think about what you want to
convey,” says Tristan. “Do you want it to
be a bustling marketplace with all sorts of
stuff, really artistic and intricate or do you
want to be very clean and design-oriented
where you focus on one piece at a time?
It comes back to your brand; ‘what is the
essence you want to convey?’”

Staff are key to any entrepreneurial
venture, but more so with a pop-up
when you have a limited time to make
an impact. Remember to budget for this.
Staff educate your consumers and are
the driver of a positive brand association.
Train your employees on your products’
unique selling points and make sure
they understand how you want them to
explain these points to customers.
“There’s temporary staffing agencies
that do specifically retail. So if you’re a
larger company or have the budget, you
can have someone staff your pop-up and
they’ve been trained and have done retail
before,” says Tristan.
do something different
“It’s the second most important thing
– once you’re in the right place at the
right time – to build that experience that
people are going to remember, [that]
they won’t want to miss,” says Tristan.
These experiences create a sense of
urgency for customers, so whether it’s a
launch party, runway shows, workshops
or a giveaway, be creative and do
whatever fits your brand best.
“There can always be more foot traffic;
you’re not going to complain if it’s overly
full with a line down the block.”

marketing
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Tristan Pollock of Storefront
Tristan Pollock is the
co-founder and COO
of Storefront, an online
marketplace making it
easy to find and rent retail
spaces. Having previously
started Social Earth, a social
entrepreneurship news blog,
he took his idea for Storefront
to the AngelPad incubator,
before launching to help
minimise the pain points of
finding, paying and organising
insurance for spaces. Since
then, they’ve become the
go-to destination for retail
and more unique spaces,
listing everything from Grand
Central Station to hotel
lobbies and even fashion
trucks, earning the title of the
‘Airbnb of storefronts’.

“We usually recommend people use
a license agreement versus a lease,”
says Tristan. “It’s just lighter. It’s like
you’re renting that space but you’re
not responsible for the entire space, the
utilities and everything like that.”
If you sign a lease, check whether
you need to organise utilities, what
changes you can make to the space
and the allowed opening hours. Don’t
forget to organise Eftpos (though
mobile systems like nomadPOS and
Square are becoming really popular)
and public liability insurance (pop-up
options do exist).

staffing

Foot traffic is important but make sure
you promote your pop-up because
driving traffic there is just as important.
Put up flyers, cross-promote with other
businesses, and as soon as you start
planning, create a buzz through Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook accounts.
“Give yourself two months,”
says Tristan. “You don’t need to
necessarily start promoting two months
beforehand, but it takes time to put
together a press release, to reach out
and get people interested in your brand.
You don’t have the time to take it easy
and wait five years to gain a following.
You need to get people in there.”

fans of follow-up
build it and they will come
Your store doesn’t have to be perfect,
particularly with the current minimalist
trend, but you’ll need shop fittings. You
can actually rent pop-up shop fittings
(though you may have to pay for builders
and transportation) or use simple
furniture that you’ve borrowed or bought
from charity shops.
Setting up does take time – include
a few extra days on your lease to give
yourself enough time to move in and out.

As soon as a purchase is made, try and
continue that relationship with the
customer.
“Do whatever you can do to draw
people back to your site – maybe it’s
giving everyone coupons saying, ‘Oh,
thanks for buying this in store, and
here’s another 50 per cent off online,’”
suggests Tristan. “Tighten up those cycle
times, get people on to your online site,
get people into your email list…” so
that long after your pop-up has closed
its doors you’ll have a fan base eagerly
awaiting your return.
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